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BACKGROUND

After the collapse of the Breton Woods 
system of fixed exchange rates, members 
of the IMF adopted new rules for exchange 
rate policies. Included in these new rules 
was a stipulation that “each member shall…
avoid manipulating exchange rates…to gain 
an unfair competitive advantage over other 
members.” IMF surveillance of compliance 
with this language, included in Article IV of 
the IMF’s Articles of Agreement, became the 
first mechanism in place to prevent currency 
manipulation. 
 In its 2007 Decision on Bilateral 
Surveillance over Members’ Policies, the 
IMF clarified the concept of manipulation 
by breaking it into two parts: fundamental 
misalignment of the exchange rate and 

intent to manipulate the exchange rate for 
the purposes of gaining an unfair advantage 
in international trade. Misalignment alone 
is fairly common and can occur for many 
reasons. Besides policies designed to gain 
unfair advantage, the pursuit of legitimate 
domestic economic policy goals affect 
exchange rates, as do market imperfections 
and policies in other countries. For this 
reason, a judgment of the policy intent 
becomes crucial.
 The IMF has rarely used its mandate to 
exercise firm surveillance of Article IV, having 
never found a country in violation of Article IV 
and having conducted a special consultation 
over a potential violation only twice.1 Further, 
worried that IMF surveillance had yielded 
little result, Congress enacted a law in 1988 
requiring the Treasury to monitor currency 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As Congress resumes work this spring on a bill granting Trade Promotion Authority 
(TPA) to President Obama for completion of the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade pact, 
many members have sought inclusion of a chapter on currency manipulation. Currency 
manipulation is a legitimate concern. However, countermeasures require clear, objective 
identification of currency manipulation. Both the IMF and the US Treasury Department 
have mandates to identify currency manipulation, yet neither has done so in the past 20 
years. If it can be done, why has it not happened more often?  
 This issue brief reviews the difficulties of operationalizing a currency manipulation 
chapter. It first demonstrates that domestic policies and exchange rate policy can rarely 
be distinguished. It reviews the official IMF criteria for currency manipulation to highlight 
the degree of discretionary interpretation necessary for a determination. It argues that 
the difficulty of identifying currency manipulation suggests serious political obstacles to 
implementation. 
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 Likewise, both types of transactions 
have the same impact on exchange rates. 
Lower interest rates means the domestic 
currency is less valuable. Money flows out 
of the country seeking higher interest rates. 
The selling of domestic currency in exchange 
for foreign currency causes depreciation. 
 The key point is that the effects of OMO 
and FX intervention are the same. Whether a 
central bank purchases domestic securities 
or foreign securities makes no difference 
on the end result. Both monetary policy 
paths produce larger monetary bases, lower 
interest rates, and depreciation of the 
domestic currency. 
 Most central banks with major 
currencies sterilize their intervention. That 
is, they engage in domestic OMO in the 
opposite direction of the FX intervention, so 
the impact on the domestic money supply 
is neutralized. In practice, sterilized FX 
intervention can still impact the exchange 
rate, but what evidence has been found 
points to only short-term impacts among 
countries with open capital accounts (free 
flow of capital).5 Since trade patterns will 
not be affected substantially by exchange 
rate fluctuations that last a single week or 
less, sterilized intervention can be ignored 
for the purpose of evaluating currency 
manipulation among countries with an open 
capital account.
 Similarly to monetary policy, ordinary 
domestic fiscal policy impacts the exchange 
rate. Fiscal policy involves changing the 
government deficit and therefore total 
national saving. Basic macroeconomics 
suggests that a fiscal consolidation that 
raises domestic saving, for instance, causes 
the domestic interest rate to fall in a large 
open economy.6 The lower domestic interest 
causes capital outflow, subsequently 
depreciating the domestic currency. Fiscal 
consolidation, therefore, has a similar 
effect to the central bank’s stimulus policy 
described above. Accordingly, expanding 
fiscal deficits tend to cause appreciation, 
similar to the impact of money supply 
contraction.

manipulation in a semiannual report. Since 
the inception of the law, only four instances 
of currency manipulation have been cited.2 

DOMESTIC POLICY OR EXCHANGE 
RATE POLICY?

Identifying the intent of government action 
becomes extremely difficult because 
domestic policy and exchange rate policy 
are intrinsically intertwined. With few 
exceptions, attempts to distinguish between 
the two are fruitless. This section explains 
the link between domestic and exchange 
rate policy using textbook international 
economics and supports it with a discussion 
of what happens in practice.3

Basic Economic Theory

Beginning with monetary policy, the 
mechanics of how a country’s central bank 
manipulates money supply are central 
to understanding how it influences the 
exchange rate. In order to increase the 
money supply, a central bank purchases 
securities. The central bank’s payment for 
the securities constitutes new money in the 
economy, raising the amount of base money. 
 A central bank can purchase essentially 
two types of securities. It can buy domestic 
securities, like domestic government 
bonds, in a process known as open market 
operations (OMO). It can also buy foreign 
securities, like foreign government bonds. 
It first buys foreign currency using new 
domestic currency, then invests it in foreign 
securities. This process is known as foreign 
exchange (FX) intervention. In either case, 
the money supply increases. 
 The effect is a decrease in domestic 
interest rates. OMO has this effect directly 
from the central bank’s purchase of bonds, 
which pushes the price higher and yield 
lower. In FX intervention, the seller of the 
foreign currency now has US dollars that are 
either deposited in a US bank or invested 
in US securities.4 As demand for dollar 
bank deposits and securities rises, banks 
and security owners can attract the same 
amount of money at lower interest rates. 

Both the IMF and the US 
Treasury Department 
have mandates to 
identify currency 
manipulation, yet neither 
has done so in the past 
20 years. If it can be 
done, why has it not 
happened more often?
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What Happens in Practice?

Real world examples illustrate the tight 
connection between domestic and external 
policies. For instance, the quantitative easing 
(QE) programs in the United States and 
Japan directly show the effect of monetary 
policy on FX rates in practice. Furthermore, a 
multitude of countries have joined the likes 
of Australia, China, and Singapore in lowering 
their rates recently on the backs of weak 
economic performance, low price levels, 
and sluggish GDP growth, with predictable 
impacts on their exchange rates. 
 After the Lehman Brothers collapse of 
2008, the US Federal Reserve underwent 
three rounds of QE. With short-term rates 
very close to zero, the QE programs targeted 
longer-term interest rates. Over the course 
of the three rounds, long-term bond yields 
dropped over 1.5 percentage points. Over 
the same period, the real trade-weighted 
dollar dropped by 10 percent.
 A similar story can be told in Japan. 
In December 2012 Shinzo Abe became 
prime minister with a mandate to enact 
QE, and his election was enough to move 
markets in anticipation. By April of 2013, the 
Bank of Japan announced its QE program 
and expanded it in October of 2014. This 
aggressive domestic monetary policy had 
immediate effects on Japan’s economy and 
its various financial markets. From the date of 
election until April 2015, 10-year government 
bond yields—already very low—fell by 0.5 
percentage points to only 0.3 percent. As 
expected, the QE policies also led to a 
dramatic weakening of the yen, with the real 
trade-weighted yen losing 25 percent of its 
value through April of this year. 
 More than 20 countries have eased 
monetary policy in 2015 because of weakness 
in their economies and falling prices. Of the 14 
that lowered the central banks’ policy interest 
rate in the six months through February, 11 
saw their real, trade-weighted exchange 
rates weaken.7 The remaining included 
China, which closely tracks the dollar, and 
Switzerland, which lowered rates to fight 
appreciation pressure. China, Switzerland, 
and Singapore, which lowered rates in March, 
merit further attention. 

SOURCE  Federal Reserve Economic Data

FIGURE 1 — TEN-YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELDS IN THE UNITED 
STATES AND JAPAN

SOURCE  Federal Reserve Economic Data

FIGURE 2 — TRADE-WEIGHTED REAL EXCHANGE RATES FOR THE 
DOLLAR, YEN, AND EURO (PERCENT CHANGE FROM JANUARY 2007)
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not succeed, as the franc appreciated 5 
percent. In part because of the difficulty of 
sterilization, in January 2015 the SNB found 
its intervention too disruptive of its domestic 
monetary policy goals and abandoned its 
defense of the franc.
 Turning to fiscal policy, the evidence 
on how it impacts exchange rates is 
messy. Because of the confluence of other 
macroeconomic trends and monetary 
policy, it is often hard to disentangle the 
impact of fiscal policy from other factors. 
Careful research by John Bluedorn and 
Daniel Leigh at the IMF isolated this effect 
and finds strong evidence supporting the 
theory that real exchange rates depreciate 
with fiscal consolidation. Bluedorn and 
Leigh find that a 1 percent of GDP decline 
in the fiscal deficit causes a 1.5 percent 
decline in the real effective exchange rate 
(REER) in the first year.8

 Finland provides a rare, relatively 
clean example of fiscal consolidation. 
The Finnish government began a 
fiscal consolidation program in 1993, 
following a painful recession. This led 
Finland’s fiscal balance to improve by 14 
percentage points to a 7 percent of GDP 
surplus, including a decline in public debt. 
Depreciation of the markka followed, from 
a REER high of 117 to a low of 97.9

 We can find many examples of the 
opposite effect, i.e., fiscal expansion 
programs contributing to FX strength. In the 
early 1980s the United States experienced 
currency strengthening after the Reagan 
administration’s fiscal expansion. In the 
early 1990s Germany engaged in high 
expenditures after reunification that 
strengthened the Deutsche mark. In 
both countries, high interest rates also 
contributed to the currency strengthening.

CRITERIA FOR CURRENCY 
MANIPULATION: OPEN TO 
INTERPRETATION

A chapter on currency manipulation 
presumably would use language nearly 
identical to the existing guidelines adopted 
by the IMF in its 2007 decision, as many 

 Singapore makes its exchange rate 
its main monetary policy tool, rather than 
interest rates. It exemplifies the impact of FX 
intervention on domestic rates, as Singapore 
has chosen FX stability over interest rate 
stability. That is true of any open economy 
with a pegged exchange rate. Even though 
the central bank constantly engages in 
FX intervention to maintain the peg, it is 
not deemed currency manipulation per 
se. So long as capital can flow freely, as 
in Singapore’s case, and markets adjust, 
domestic price movement should help 
maintain a stable real exchange rate. 
 China also manages its exchange rate 
heavily, but because it does not have an 
open capital account, interest rates are 
much less responsive to FX intervention. 
Policies like sterilized intervention are much 
easier to implement. The domestic-external 
linkage still exists, though, in a mitigated 
manner. For instance, the People’s Bank of 
China (PBOC) recently cut the Reserve Ratio 
Requirement by 50 basis points, an action 
similar to an interest rate cut. A number of 
such monetary easing moves have reduced 
the desirability of Chinese assets, helping 
to bring capital flows into balance. As a 
result, for the past year PBOC intervention 
in foreign exchange markets has fallen 
dramatically. The PBOC allows the market 
to determine the value of the renminbi to a 
much greater degree than in the past.
 Finally, Switzerland provides a good 
example of the ineffectiveness of sterilized 
intervention for long-term currency 
manipulation in an open economy. When 
Lehman Brothers collapsed, the Swiss franc 
appreciated as a safe-haven currency. 
The Swiss National Bank (SNB) began 
to intervene heavily to prevent further 
appreciation in the fall of 2008 through the 
first half of 2009. Importantly, it allowed 
the money supply to increase, so effectively 
the intervention was not sterilized. The 
intervention succeeded in stabilizing the 
franc. Then in the spring of 2010, capital 
inflows rose again and the SNB intervened 
heavily to prevent appreciation. The 
intervention effectively was sterilized, as 
money supply barely changed over the 
period. This time the intervention did 

Identifying the intent 
of government action 
becomes extremely 
difficult because 
domestic policy and 
exchange rate policy are 
intrinsically intertwined. 
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past congressional proposals have.10 It 
would therefore face the same challenge of 
determining misalignment and intent. Most 
of the IMF’s criteria leave room for argument, 
which is a major reason neither the IMF nor 
the US Treasury Department have identified 
currency manipulation in recent years.
 The most important factor for 
determining currency manipulation is 
to establish “fundamental exchange 
rate misalignment.” Assessing the 
proper valuation of a currency based 
on fundamentals poses a stiff challenge 
to economists, with many metrics and 
constant evolution of thinking. Since 2013 
the IMF has used three different indicators 
of exchange rate misalignment, two 
statistical and the third judgmental.11 This 
measure improves upon the previous 
methodology developed only five years 
prior. The multiplicity of measures and their 
frequent revisal leaves plenty of room for 
debate. Even when all three of the current 
IMF indicators point in the same direction, 
countries disagree with IMF assessments.12 
 Identifying misalignment leads 
to the next, even messier question of 
intent. Because domestic policies can 
move exchange rates, countries pursuing 
legitimate domestic goals may invite 
accusations of currency manipulation. 
Indeed, this is one major concern raised by 
Janet Yellen, chair of the US Federal Reserve, 
in opposing the idea of a currency chapter. 
Of course, the opposite is also possible. A 
country intending to manipulate its currency 
for unfair trade advantage may use domestic 
policy levers to do so, obscuring its intent. 
Either case leads to a debate about the 
legitimacy of purported domestic objectives. 
No precedent exists for resolving such a 
debate in an objective fashion. IMF policy 
is to give the benefit of the doubt to the 
country enacting the policy.
 Even misalignment resulting from 
active use of foreign exchange policy can be 
legitimate. The IMF considers maintaining a 
pegged exchange rate via active intervention, 
as in the case of Singapore mentioned 
earlier, a legitimate monetary policy choice. 
In theory domestic prices will adjust to 
maintain a stable real exchange rate. To help 

differentiate between legitimate currency 
policy and prohibited policies, the IMF’s 2007 
decision includes four criteria that might 
suggest manipulation: 

1. protracted large-scale FX intervention in 
one direction

2. excessive and prolonged accumulation 
of foreign assets for balance of payments 
purposes

3. changing current account or capital 
account restrictions for balance of 
payments purposes

4. monetary and other financial policies 
that abnormally affect capital flows for 
balance of payments purposes

 The first criterion is the only one not 
restricted to action taken “for balance of 
payments purposes” and is therefore the 
only aspect of identifying manipulation that 
is relatively clear-cut. Yet it, too, raises 
questions of interpretation. A country with 
a fixed exchange rate facing protracted, 
large-scale capital inflows would need 
equivalently protracted and large-scale 
intervention to maintain its peg. For a 
variety of reasons, domestic prices may not 
rise to stabilize the real exchange rate. Yet 
the country may need to maintain the peg, 
for instance to preserve trade and financial 
stability or to prevent deflation. The country 
may then attract unwarranted accusations 
of currency manipulation.
 The second criterion has problems as 
well. Countries with major natural resource 
booms may fear the “resource curse” caused 
when repatriation of massive revenue from 
resource exports causes the exchange rate 
to appreciate. Other export industries may 
become uncompetitive and die off. One 
method to combat this problem—a method 
the IMF endorses—is to accumulate foreign 
assets in a sovereign wealth fund (SWF).13 
Norway, most Gulf countries and Brunei—
one of the 12 countries negotiating the TPP—
have SWFs. An SWF helps a country avoid 
repatriation of export proceeds, mitigating 
appreciation. Another way to describe 
the use of an SWF might be: “prolonged 
accumulation of foreign assets for balance of 
payments purposes.”

Most of the IMF’s 
criteria leave room for 
argument, which is a 
major reason neither 
the IMF nor the US 
Treasury Department 
have identified 
currency manipulation 
in recent years.
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this role. Yet it is clearly loathe to do so, as 
exemplified by its failure to call out China’s 
egregious exchange rate policies in the 
mid-2000s. Former IMF Managing Director 
Rodrigo de Rato famously said he did not 
believe the IMF should play the role of global 

“umpire.” Instead, the IMF has developed 
complex layers of analysis to determine 
currency manipulation, which is appropriate 
given the nature of the concept. But each 
layer provides an opportunity to legitimize 
questionable policies. Leaving the job to the 
IMF essentially ensures it will not happen.
 Congress remains adamant about the 
inclusion of currency manipulation rules 
in the TPP agreement. It cannot proceed 
without clarifying how to identify currency 
manipulation. At present, the choice lies 
between determination by signatories—a 
clear poison pill for the agreement—or 
determination by the IMF, which renders 
the measure moot. A workable alternative 
has evaded economists and policymakers 
for more than 30 years. What solution does 
Congress have in mind?
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